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Reasons for taking up 
carpentry

• Rewarding career

• New friends

• Problem solving

• Creativity 

• Diverse work opportunities



History of  carpentry

• The word “carpenter”  is derived from the 
Latin carpentarius :(maker) of  a carriage.”

• Is the oldest trade in existence with timber 
being used as a building product as early as 
the stone age some 2.6 million years ago

• Famous carpenters include Harrison ford, 
Jesus Christ and bob the builder 



My career

BEFORE MY 
APPRENTICESHIP

HOW I STARTED 
AND MY 

JOURNEY AS AN 
APPRENTICE

SELF EMPLOYED 
CARPENTER AND 
BUSINESS OWNER



Friends and colleague’s experiences

Josh Dylan Adrian

Ronan Phil Chamomilla



A day In the life of

Early mornings!

Prep the night before, you won’t want to do it in the morning.

A 7 o’clock start means be there at 6.45

Be keen

Work hard

Most of  all enjoy it!



Options during and after qualification

FINDING A BOSS 
THAT SUITS YOUR 

NEEDS. 

FIND A 
WORKPLACE 

WHERE YOU WILL 
LEARN.

REMEMBER, IT’S UP 
TO YOU TO GET 

THE MOST OF 
YOUR 

APPRENTICESHIP

EVALUATE YOUR 
KNOWLEDGE AS 
YOU GO ALONG.

LEARNING IN THE 
FIRST YEAR AFTER 

QUALIFICATION

WHAT AREA DO 
YOU WANT TO 

WORK IN NOW?



What is required and expected of  you
• Be on time. “To be early is on time, To be on time is to be late, and To be 

late is unacceptable”

• Show initiative 

• It’s expected you will make mistakes; make sure you own them and make sure 
you’re learning from them.

• Take your time, speed will happen with experience

• Ask questions

• Buy quality tools as soon as you can. The sooner you do the more diverse 
jobs you’ll get to do.



OH&S



OH&S

• Safety first!

• If  You don’t feel comfortable 
don’t do it.

• Take your time, many a digit 
has been lost due to rushing.

• Basic P.P.E is essential and buy 
quality.



What you 

deserve

OH&S is the number 1 priority.

To be treated with dignity and respect

Bullying on the job site is NOT ok

To paid the award rate including super

To be taught the skills of  a carpenter

Remember if  you’re aren't getting what 
you need there are other options.



Goal setting on the journey to qualification

What am I trying 
to achieve? To gain 
employment, get 

qualified.

How do I get 
there? Write a list 

of  goals and break 
it down.

How do I get a job? 
Speak to any 

connections you may 
have. Go straight to 

the source. 

Keep up the 
contact. 

Persistence can pay 
off!

Don’t lose heart. It 
will Happen!


